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Guggenheim Investments
Winner: Best Fixed Income Funds Small Fund Family

Building on a Legacy
Institutional-caliber performance is goal of winning Guggenheim funds
Guggenheim Investments is the global asset management and investment advisory division of Guggenheim
Partners, formed in 1999 as an outgrowth of Guggenheim Brothers, a family office that dates to the 1800s.
The firm’s roots are in institutional asset management.
In 2007, it began expanding into mutual funds, with the
goal of delivering institutional-caliber investment performance to financial advisers and their clients.
Guggenheim Partners was built on the principles that
guided the Guggenheim family business: engaging highly talented people, challenging them to think creatively,
and encouraging them to achieve extraordinarily high
standards in their fields of expertise, says Scott Minerd,
chairman of Guggenheim Investments and global chief
investment officer.
“We take a differentiated approach to fixed income
management,” Mr. Minerd says. “We’re much more interested in driving positive risk-adjusted client outcomes
than hugging a benchmark. We also believe a shift away
from traditional core fixed income management to a
more diversified, multi-sector approach … offers a more
sustainable way to manage interest rate risk and generate
attractive returns.”
Guggenheim Partners has more than 2,500 professionals in more than 25 offices around the world; its largest offices are in New York, Chicago and Santa Monica,
Calif. As of Dec. 31, 2014, Guggenheim Investments had
more than $195 billion in assets under management.
About $6 billion is in the seven mutual funds for which
it won the Small Fund Family Lipper award.
In its fixed income funds, “The goal of Guggenheim’s
investment process is to make the best possible relative
value, security selection and risk management decisions
consistent with a portfolio’s guidelines,” Mr. Minerd says.
“We believe value can be added by potentially deviating from benchmark duration and sector or sub-sector
allocations.”
Guggenheim’s fixed income investment process has
three fundamental tenets:
• Fixed income markets are inefficient.

• Indices are investable, but not designed to maximize
risk-adjusted returns.
• Capturing attractive yields, while remaining focused
on the preservation of capital, is the surest path to
superior long-term investment results.
In selecting holdings for their portfolios, they use both
macro research and bottom-up research. On the macro
side, Mr. Minerd says, “We believe global themes and
strategies reflect dynamics of relative value, economic
drivers, inflation, interest rates, and geopolitical actions.”
For example, he says, the firm’s top-down research
in 2006 helped it avoid excessive exposure to the subprime housing market. Macro views influence a number
of factors in the portfolios, including average credit quality, duration and allocation among investment sectors.
The firm also employs bottom-up research. It has 150
investment professionals, 90 of whom are specifically
dedicated to rigorous sector and security research, including sectors not included in benchmark indices.
Individual security selection is done by specialized
teams within individual fixed income sectors, such as
investment grade corporate bonds, asset-backed securities and municipals. Each sector has its own investment committee supported by a staff that evaluates
individual credits and securities for approval by the
committee. Portfolio managers implement specific
portfolio strategies by selecting from the securities that
have been analyzed and approved by the sector teams.

Scott Minerd

Chairman and Global Chief
Investment Officer

“Our philosophy is that every portfolio must have
performance that is sustainable, predictable and scalable
in line with the objectives of the strategy,” Mr. Minerd
says.The firm’s disciplined investment process focuses on
delivering consistent risk-adjusted returns.
“Because risk does not emanate from a single source,
risk management is a shared responsibility of our organization and permeates our investment process,” Mr.
Minerd says. “We utilize both qualitative and quantitative tools to understand and manage risks, with an acute
focus on downside protection.
“Our approach to risk management incorporates
both traditional evaluation of volatility to deliver riskadjusted returns in terms usually measured by standard
formulas. But we also embrace the behavioral finance
view of risk that seeks to maximize upside capture while
limiting the size and frequency of drawdowns,” he says.
“This requires portfolios to be highly diversified with
strict limits on individual sector or security concentrations. If you look at our portfolios, our average individual
position size is generally very small.”

“We find it extremely effective to have teams of sector
specialists intensely focus on credit and portfolio managers focus on relative value and portfolio risk management,” Mr. Minerd says.

He adds that the funds are designed to help investors bridge the gap between their income targets and the
yields available through index-based investing.

Each portfolio has a dedicated team of managers, and
each team is usually responsible for more than one portfolio, most often in the same strategy. For instance, the
portfolio management team responsible for core fixed
income strategy might manage both institutional separate accounts and mutual funds.

“The Guggenheim philosophy has always been to
focus on absolute returns and not relative returns. At
times that has resulted in higher tracking error to industry benchmarks than our peers; however, we believe that
conventional wisdom is a well-worn path to underperformance,” he says. G
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
This reprint has been provided by Guggenheim Investments and certain affiliated entities, including Guggenheim Funds
Distributors, LLC. Guggenheim Investments represents the investment management businesses of Guggenheim Partners, LLC
("Guggenheim"). Securities offered through Guggenheim Funds Distributors, LLC. Guggenheim Funds Distributors, LLC is
affiliated with Guggenheim Partners, LLC.
Source: Lipper, Inc. 12.31.2014. The Best Fixed Income Funds - Small Fund Family award is granted to the fund family with the
lowest average decile ranking for Consistent Return, a measure of funds’ historical risk-adjusted returns, relative to peers over the
3-year period. To qualify, a fund family must have at least three fixed income funds and less than $52.6 billion in assets under
management as of 12.31.2014. Guggenheim Funds ranked 1 out of 73 eligible companies. In cases of identical results the lower
average percentile rank will determine the winner. The Best Alternative Credit Focus Fund award is granted to the fund in the
Alternative Credit Focus category with the highest Lipper Leader score for Consistent Return over the 3-year period. Other share
classes may have different performance and expense characteristics. Lipper awards are granted annually to the funds in each
Lipper classification that achieve the highest score for Consistent Return, a measure of funds’ historical risk-adjusted returns,
relative to peers. Lipper, a wholly owned subsidiary of Thomson Reuters, is a leading global provider of mutual fund information
and analysis to fund companies, financial intermediaries and media organizations.
Guggenheim Investments total asset figure is as of 12.31.2014. The assets include leverage of $12.15 bn for assets under
management and $0.47 bn for assets for which we provide administrative services. Guggenheim Investments represents the
following affiliated investment management businesses: Guggenheim Partners Investment Management, LLC, Security Investors,
LLC, Guggenheim Funds Investment Advisors, LLC, Guggenheim Funds Distributors, LLC, Guggenheim Aviation Partners,
LLC, Guggenheim Real Estate, LLC, Transparent Value Advisors, LLC, GS GAMMA Advisors, LLC, Guggenheim Partners
Europe Limited and Guggenheim Partners India Management.
The opinions and forecasts expressed are those of Investment News as of 4/6/2015 and may not actually come to pass. This
information is subject to change at any time, based on market and other conditions, and should not be construed as a
recommendation of any specific security or strategy.
The Funds may not be suitable for all investors. • The Funds' market value will change in response to interest rate changes and
market conditions, among other factors. In general, bond prices rise when interest rates fall and vice versa. • You may have a gain
or loss when you sell your shares. • It is important to note that the Funds are not guaranteed by the U.S. government. • The Funds
may have exposure to high yield securities, municipal securities, floating rate securities, foreign securities, derivative
instruments, real estate, commodity markets and other fixed income securities. • Exposure to high yield securities may subject a
Fund to greater volatility. • Investments in municipal securities can be affected by events that affect the municipal bond market. •
Investments in syndicated bank loans generally offer a floating interest rate and involve special types of risks. • Investments in
foreign securities carry additional risks when compared to U.S. securities due to the impact of diplomatic, political or economic
developments in the country in question (investments in emerging markets securities are generally subject to an even greater level
of risk). • Investments in derivative instruments can be more volatile and less liquid, increasing the risk of loss when compared to
traditional securities. Certain of the derivative instruments are also subject to the risks of counterparty default and adverse tax
treatment. • Investments in real estate securities subjects a Fund to the same risks as direct investments in real estate, which is
particularly sensitive to economic downturns. • When market conditions are deemed appropriate, the Funds may use leverage to
the full extent permitted by their investment policies and restrictions and applicable law. Leveraging will exaggerate the effect on
net asset value of any increase or decrease in the market value of the Fund‘s portfolio. • Please see each Fund’s prospectus for
more information on these and other risks.
Read the fund’s prospectus and summary prospectus (if available) carefully before investing. It contains the fund’s investment
objectives, risks, charges, expenses and other information, which should be considered carefully before investing. To obtain a
prospectus and summary prospectus (if available), click here or call 800.820.0888.

The referenced funds are distributed by Guggenheim Funds Distributors, LLC. Guggenheim
Investments represents the investment management businesses of Guggenheim Partners, LLC
("Guggenheim"), which includes Guggenheim Partners Investment Management ("GPIM") and
Security Investors, LLC ("SI"), the investment advisors to the referenced funds. Guggenheim Funds
Distributors, LLC, is affiliated with Guggenheim, SI, and GPIM.
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